REDEMPTION

A mother’s loss and enduring hope.
Zeynep’s life is destroyed by her daughter Elif’s kidnapping, but
aided by the detective Sinan she launches a tumultuous search
that turns her family upside down, profoundly transforming her
and all those involved.
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REDEMPTION
Zeynep’s seemingly happy life with her husband Ahmet and two children is torn
apart when their infant daughter Elif is kidnapped during a stop at a gas station.
Over the following years she focuses her energy on finding Elif, and her marriage
collapses on discovering Ahmet’s affair with her best friend and neighbor Meltem.
Five years later, her family, friends and police have given up hope of finding Elif,
but Zeynep cannot let go. Her only ally in the quest is the detective Sinan, who
begins to fall in love with Zeynep. However their search becomes harder when
Sinan is expelled from the police force after attacking his boss.
With Ahmet now living with Meltem, Zeynep is alone and exploited by swindlers
and fortune-tellers in her desperate search for Elif. While Sinan is desperately in
love with Zeynep, she can offer him only friendship as all her feelings are devoted
to her missing daughter.
The key to her disappearance lies in Meltem’s past. Shortly before the kidnapping,
her former husband Zeki is released from jail and enraged to discover she is close
to Ahmet. In revenge, Zeki kidnaps Elif. He leaves her with Arzu, the sister of his
old partner in crime. But before he can taunt Ahmet with what he has done, Zeki
dies in a car crash.

Arzu agrees to take Elif as she has loved Zeki for years. When she learns of his
death, she cherishes the girl in memory of the man she adored. Arzu decides to
keep the girl hidden even upon discovering that she was kidnapped. She has a
criminal record and knows she would go to jail if the police found Elif with her.
Having lost the strength to go on, Zeynep ascends a skyscraper and broadcasts
live from her phone a threat to jump unless somebody reveals where Elif is. When
a man named Sabri says he kidnapped Elif, Zeynep is so relieved that she lets
herself believe the girl, now named Sude, is her daughter despite Sinan’s doubts.
In truth, Sabri is sick and made the claim, even faking a DNA report, just so Sude
would not be orphaned when he dies. Zeynep in turn begins a new life with the
young girl. But when Sinan can no longer bear her self-delusion, she agrees to a
new DNA test which reveals the reality and triggers a new search for Elif.
When Elif is finally found, new rivalries emerge. Elif cannot let go of Arzu, whom
she regards as her mother, while Sude struggles to accept Zeynep is not her real
mother. With Zeynep now together with Sinan and accepting Meltem and Ahmet
being a couple, each has a chance to atone for past mistakes.
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